Lecture Title: Structural Shape & Topology Optimization: A Level Set Approach

Friday, February 8, 2013 at 2PM, Room 173 Light Engineering Building

Abstract
Topology optimization is a new technology which is capable of generating an optimal design without depending on the designers’ intuition, experience and inspiration. It plays a crucial and rapidly expanding role in product design innovation, especially in automotive, aerospace and machine industries, where competitive products need to be efficiently achieved in order to meet the growing and challenging demands of the ever changing market. In this talk, the speaker will first briefly review the state of art of topology optimization, examine the limitations of existing approaches and then introduce a level-set based topology optimization framework. The intrinsic advantage of level set method over the traditional homogenization or SIMP based topology optimization approaches is that the boundary of the design is always clearly defined while topological changes such as boundary merging and splitting can be naturally handled. After that, the speaker will report some recent advances in level-set based topology optimization, which cover distributed compliant mechanisms synthesis, multi-physics and multi-material energy harvester design and a newly proposed concept of robust shape and topology optimization (RSTO) under uncertainty.
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